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Elina Helosvuori

Assembling viability: The art of mundane embryo selection in IVF

Abstract

One of the mundane, everyday practices of IVF is observing and classifying embryos. After the

fertilization, embryos are graded according to their quality which is an estimation of whether the

embryogenesis – the embryo’s development – seems normal or deviant. This practice is called

embryo selection and it is based on assessing the ‘good quality’ embryos as viable and ‘poor

quality’ ones as inviable. Viability refers to the capacity of embryos to develop into foetuses and

eventually become babies. However, the question of what kinds of embryos ultimately are viable is

a complex issue, which also hinges upon several other factors than the quality estimation. This

paper shows that the idea of embryo viability is an assemblage of multiple kinds of things. The

paper is based on multi-sited ethnography and expert and patient interviews conducted in the

private fertility service sector of Finland. I argue that embryo viability is a practical achievement

that requires the successful combination of several factors: the scientific facts on embryo quality,

the expert knowledge and laboratory practices, and the patients’ engagements in the process. None

of these factors alone is enough to explain the precarious embryo viability which nevertheless is the

central issue in IVF.

Keywords: IVF, embryo selection, viability, laboratory practices, ethnography

In the process of in vitro fertilization (IVF), the fertilization between an egg and a sperm takes place

in a Petri dish outside the female body. If the fertilization succeeds, an embryo or multiple embryos
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start to develop in the dish. After fertilization, embryos are graded according to their quality, which

is an estimation of whether the embryogenesis – the embryo’s development – seems normal or

deviant. This practice is called embryo selection and it is based on assessing the ‘good quality’

embryos as viable and ‘poor quality’ ones as inviable.

In the biological literature on human reproduction, embryo viability refers to the capacity of

embryos to develop into foetuses and eventually become babies (e.g. Kieslinger et al, 2016). Only

embryos that are viable enough can be used in IVF treatment.  In order for the embryos to stay on

the “pregnancy trail” (Cussins, 1996) of IVF, embryos have to be considered as holding the

potential of becoming children. However, the question of what kinds of embryos ultimately are

viable is a complex issue, which hinges upon several factors in addition to the quality estimation.

Based on a multi-sited ethnography (Marcus, 1995; Falzon, 2009; Hannertz, 2003; Wittel, 2000)

conducted in the private fertility service sector in Finland, this paper shows that the idea of embryo

viability is an assemblage of scientific facts on embryo quality, laboratory practices of doing

selection and patients’ engagement and choices on what to do with particular kinds of embryos.1

The issue of selection and the specificities of selective technologies have been widely addressed in

social scientific literature on IVF. Regarding embryos, these discussions have focused, in particular,

on the selection concerning genetic diseases and other anomalies: Technologies of pre-implantation

genetic diagnosis (PGD) and pre-implantation genetic screening (PGS) are conducted to avoid

implanting embryos with genetic or chromosomal abnormalities. In the area of genetic selection of

embryos, these technologies have been explored, for example, to analyse the objectives of

implanting only “healthy embryos” (Nisker et al, 2010) and the ethics of screening carrier embryos

(Ehrich et al, 2007) in hereditary illnesses such as breast cancer (Huijer, 2009). In addition, the

implications generated when the sex of an embryo is selected before implantation (McGowan and
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Sharp, 2013; Scully et al, 2006) and the urge for creating embryos that could become “sibling

donors” (Hashiloni-Dolev and Shkedi, 2007) have been addressed. Rather than overcoming

infertility, selective reproductive technologies (SRT) such as PGD and PGS are conducted to

“prevent or allow the birth of certain kinds of children” (Gammeltoft and Wahlberg, 2014, 201).

The extreme nature of such selection has been widely debated in various national regulatory bodies

(Pavone and Arias, 2012), as well as in media discussions on the ethics of the ‘designer-baby’

technologies, making possible the favouring of some features over others for possible children

(Franklin and Roberts, 2006).

However, the mundane aspects of the selection in routine IVF treatment has gained limited attention

compared to the more provocative selection of genetic technologies.2 The aim of this paper is hence

to analyse how embryos become viable or inviable in the day-to-day practice of IVF. The focus is

on embryo selection in its mundane form where embryos are observed, classified, transferred,

stored and destroyed as part of IVF clinic services that are conducted routinely for pregnancies to

begin in the first place. The selection practices explored in this paper aim for the best possible

outcome of IVF in cases where there are multiple embryos to choose from. However, although IVF

has become a highly routinized technology, its implementation nevertheless contains multiple

negotiations and complexities (Lie and Lykke, 2017), which I show to be also constitutive of the

embryo selection process. Selecting the right embryo is a complex process involving, for example,

microscopes, embryologists, PGD/PGS embryo screening techniques and patients. Indeed, which

embryo is the right embryo is always an achievement every time an embryo transfer decision is to

be made.

In relation to the prior work on selective reproductive technologies (SRTs), the contribution of this

paper lies in showing that the technology used in the selection has an essential role in embryos
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becoming viable or inviable in the lab, since the biological markers of viability can only be

understood in relation to the techniques used in teasing them out. Different technologies explore

different features of the embryos, and, for example, an embryo may seem as viable on

morphological grounds assessed visually, but not on genetic grounds analysed in PGD. I argue,

thus, that embryo viability is a practical, situated achievement that requires a successful

combination of several factors: the scientific facts on embryo quality, the expert knowledge and

laboratory practices, and the patients’ engagements in the process. None of these factors alone is

enough to explain embryo viability, which nevertheless is the central issue in IVF.

To capture the practical “doing” of embryo selection, I propose to use the concept of embryo

viability. The aspects of embryo viability are widely discussed in the biological literature (e.g.

Gardner et al, 2000; ALPHA and ESHRE, 2011) and among the experts of fertility treatments. In

the scientific and clinical discussions, embryo viability refers to the process of embryogenesis – the

embryo’s development – being normal or deviant. As stated by Sarah Franklin (2013), in vitro

embryos can be seen as “living tools” that reproduce biology, while opening it up to multiple uses

and understandings. The biological process of embryogenesis as discussed in this paper, thus,

manifests, how “biology as technology” is both stabilized and negotiated in the working world of

doing embryo selection in the lab.3

My use of the concept embryo viability is empirically driven.  I consider embryo viability as an

open category in the sense that it is constantly actively “done” in the IVF clinics. I aim to develop

embryo viability as an analytical notion that contributes to the social scientific literature on SRTs,

and use the concept to highlight embryo viability as an uncertain and negotiated process. Whether a

particular embryo is viable or not cannot be guaranteed by the physicians or the biologists working

at the fertility clinic. Embryo viability is a biological quality that, while being stabilized to some
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extent, is also actively done in the IVF clinics. By my use of the concept of viability, I aim to

capture the inherent uncertainty of the embryo selection practice, and show that conducting embryo

selection demands situated and negotiated management of the uncertainties of embryogenesis, the

viability of the embryo and its fate in treatment.

A distinctive focus in the discussion of selection in the assisted reproductive technologies (ARTs),

and at the core of this paper, is the engagement of the patients in the process. For example, Sarah

Franklin and Celia Roberts (2006, 152) address how intended parents seek to use PGD, the

technique of analysing cell biopsies from embryos before implantation, as their last resort after

suffering from actual or afraid for the loss of a child or an unborn carrying a fatal genetic disease. It

has been argued that health-care authorities often emphasize reproductive self-determination of the

patients in these situations to distance themselves from the eugenic past of selection in reproduction

(Gammeltoft and Wahlberg, 2014, 204; see also Meskus, 2012). This paper argues that patients are

also engaged in the process of embryo selection in the ‘basic’ procedure of selecting embryos on a

visual and morphological basis rather than on genetic grounds.

I show how patients are enrolled in the process of selection by sharing information between experts

and patients about the selective technology and about the biological markers of viability.  In the

private fertility clinics of Finland, patients as customers are informed of the morphological features

of their developing embryos, if they wish to be. In this everyday information distribution to

patients, patients gain skills about the technical details of the mundane technology. Furthermore,

patients discuss these details with their peers on peer-support forums. I suggest that through such

practices, patients become enrolled in the mundane selection process – without it actually being the

clinics’ intention. Patients do not, however, only learn to speak about embryo quality like experts.

Besides gaining skills on the technologically assessed biological quality of the embryos, patient
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engagement may, as I will show, also occur in the form of making decisions on what to do with

particular kinds of embryos at the end of the selection processes. Furthermore, the experts may

reconsider their standards on embryo quality after surprising treatment results in following patients’

decisions.

Embryo viability as an achievement inside and outside the lab

My analytical approach to embryo selection, and to embryo viability has been developed in relation

to theorizations on the role of practices in scientific knowledge production and the ontological state

of the objects of biomedical research. To analyse how embryo viability is achieved by doing

embryo selection, I draw from Annemarie Mol’s (2002) work on the “praxiographic turn”: turning

the focus from epistemological questions into enacting different realities or objects – such as

embryo viability – in practices (see also Helén, 2011). In the words of John Law (2010 [2004], 159)

enactment refers to “the claim that relations, and so realities and representations of realities […] are

being endlessly or chronically brought into being in a continuing process of production and

reproduction […]”. I apply Mol’s thought by exploring embryo viability as a process of enactments.

For example, assessing embryo viability in the lab, or discussing it in peer-support groups, is part of

the enactment process.

Since the lab is at the centre of my study, in addition to Mol’s theorization on enacting realities in

practices, I also draw from the tradition of laboratory ethnographies as an additional way of

understanding embryo viability as a practical achievement. The classical laboratory ethnographies

in science and technology studies (STS) focus on the construction of scientific facts and argue that

it is grounded in the situated and material cultures and practices (e.g. Latour and Woolgar, 1986;

Lynch, 1985; Knorr-Cetina, 1981; on more recent laboratory studies see Meskus, 2018). Indeed,
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these studies state that “the daily activities of working scientists lead to the construction of facts”

(Latour and Woolgar, 1986, 40). In this paper, embryo viability is the “scientific fact” that needs to

be explained by following the daily routines of conducting mundane experiments of transferring

certain kinds of embryos and trying to understand the uncertainties of embryogenesis. In other

words, embryo viability is a “fact” attached to the practices of embryo selection and clinical

treatment routines.

Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar describe scientific activity as “a fierce fight to construct reality”

and the lab as “the workplace and the set of productive forces, which makes construction possible”

(Latour and Woolgar, 1986, 243 original emphasis). In their analysis, the construction of reality is,

thus, entangled with the laboratory practice. However, in his critical review, Park Doing (2008)

argues that the iconic laboratory studies, such as Latour’s and Woolgar’s Laboratory life,

nevertheless are not precise enough in their description of the construction of scientific facts in the

lab. Doing argues that Latour and Woolgar explain the final becoming of facts with elements “from

outside the immediate life-world of laboratory practice” (Doing, 2008, 286, original emphasis),

such as the mentality of the scientists. It could be suggested, then, that the classical laboratory

studies (e.g. Latour and Woolgar, 1986; Lynch, 1985; Knorr-Cetina, 1981) and their critiques (e.g.

Doing, 2008) struggle to determine which situated elements produce particular scientific facts, and

if they exist primarily inside or outside the sites of study, the laboratories (see Latour, 1983).

In comparison to the pioneering studies conducted in research laboratories, my study is based on

embryo selection in laboratories whose main function is to conduct clinical treatment. In the clinical

setting of my study, the question of ‘internality’ and ‘externality’ is posed in a slightly different

manner because to understand what happens in the daily routines of embryo selection, it is

necessary to include ‘external’ elements such as patient engagement to explain the enactment of
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viability in the lab. Indeed, in the case of embryo selection, the crucial ‘external’ role falls to the

patients, since the routines of embryo selection are attached to their clinical treatment. I suggest that

patients’ engagement in the form of, for example, sharing videos about embryos’ development in

the first few days after the fertilization (see Van de Wiel, 2017) is incorporated into the

circumstances in which the embryo viability is enacted. Indeed, embryo viability exceeds expert

knowledge in the sense that it includes engaging patients in the selection process by, for example,

discussing the quality of their embryos in clinical relations.

My study

Before moving on to the empirical analysis, I will elaborate in more detail my research data. The

study is based on a multi-sited ethnography conducted in Finland. The fieldwork consists of

participant observation conducted in two and expert interviews in four private fertility clinics in the

metropolitan area of Finland. The clinics are typical in the group of private clinics situated in the

large cities of Finland, aiming to provide cutting edge services especially for their heterosexual

customers suffering from infertility. Concerning embryo selection, they apply situated, variant

methods and policies. The focus of this paper was chosen based on the embryo selection methods I

was able to observe in clinics 1 and 2. In total, I conducted 7 semi-structured interviews and one

group interview (with 3 therapists) with experts including doctors (2), biologists (2), therapists (4)

and nurses (2).

In addition, the data includes participatory observation conducted in four face-to-face peer-support

groups organized by a Finnish infertility association for people experiencing involuntary

childlessness. I followed the groups during a period of 7 months. These groups gathered monthly to

discuss childlessness, and their formation was based on diverse premises. One of the groups was
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directed to those who do not have any children. The majority of the group members were women,

who were undergoing infertility treatment. The second group was for people who have used or are

considering using donated gametes in IVF. The third group was for those, who have become

parents, but, nevertheless, experience childlessness. The fourth group was for women who do not

have a uterus. A majority of the group-members in all of the groups were women. Men who

attended the groups during my fieldwork participated in the sessions with their female-spouses. No

same-sex-couples attended the groups during my fieldwork.

During the fieldwork I conducted 13 in-depth interviews with 11 women and one male–female

couple who have experienced infertility or IVF. In addition, I attended 10 expert and/or layperson

conferences or other events on infertility and childlessness. I gathered the data from March 2013 to

April 2015. All of my interviewees were given an informed consent form to sign. The participants

of the peer-support groups gave an oral consent for my study.

The empirical story of this paper follows the three phases in the embryo selection: firstly,

observation and grading of embryos in the lab; secondly, communicating and exchanging

impressions on embryo quality between clinicians, IVF-biologists and patients and their possible

therapists specialized in infertility; and thirdly, decision making on whether or not an embryo

transfer should be conducted with the available embryos.

The technology of selection

To get a grip on how the process of achieving embryo viability proceeds, let us now enter the

laboratory. The first phase of embryo selection, what I call ‘the art of seeing’, begins when the in

vitro fertilization has taken place and the observation in the laboratories begins. Here enter the
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‘simplest’ procedures of selection: placing embryos under the microscope and observing them

visually. In clinics 1 and 2, IVF-biologists hold the key role in determining whether or not an

embryo could develop into a foetus and eventually become a baby.4  To analyse the elementary role

of the technology of selection in making particular enactments of embryo viability possible, in this

section I will juxtapose the mundane technology with other ways of selecting embryos.

The technology used in labs forms the basis of embryo viability. To do embryo selection in clinic 1,

IVF-biologists need a microscope, a screen and the possibility to make notes:

It is 7.30 AM, and routine embryo monitoring in the laboratory begins. Two biologists take part in this. One of

them sits beside a microscope, the other one near an incubator where the embryos are stored throughout their

time at the laboratory; they only spend a little while under the microscope. The microscope is connected to a

screen, where also I as an observer am able to see the cells. One of the biologists has some papers in hand. She

reads off some numbers, and the other one takes an embryo under observation accordingly. The papers at hand

also include some previous records of the cells, this is not the first day they have looked at these particular cells

and embryos. Today, the biologists have day 2 and 5 (after fertilization) embryos that have to be checked. “O

how awful, that is one cellular”, they say when one of the embryos appears on the screen. “Well that one is 5

cellular”, no fragment, nucleuses are different size, they discuss regarding another one. “Put that as a three” they

conclude with a third one. By now they have lost me on whether they have an embryo that has three cells or an

embryo that is class three in quality. (Field notes from lab, May 2014.)

In the snapshot above, IVF-biologists are checking how many cells the embryos have, the cellular

size and shape, and how much unwanted fragmentation there is (a sort of graininess in the structure

of the embryo). These visually observed characteristics mark the progress of embryogenesis. They

are the ones becoming visible during the observation and the ones affecting how embryo quality is

estimated. Indeed, in order to conduct selection as described in this snapshot, “the eye needs to be
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taught to see”, as some of my informants expressed it when embryo selection was discussed in a

conference organized by The Nordic IVF-Laboratory Society (Helsinki, August 2013).

The visual images of cells, gametes and embryos, spreading also, for example, as ‘YouTube’

videos, are a prominent feature of IVF (Franklin, 2013, 249; Lie, 2015). In regards to selection,

Lucy van de Wiel (2017) has analysed Time-Lapse embryo imaging, which adds yet another layer

in the shared imagination of the beginning of life after the implementation of IVF (Franklin, 2013).

The Time-Lapse imaging apparatus is an alternative technology for cultivating embryos in a device

that includes recording cameras. In relation to the traditional method described in this paper, Time

Lapse makes it possible to observe and analyse embryos without taking them outside incubators and

under the microscope. Van de Wiel (2017, 292) argues that watching videos of their embryos before

implantation “allow intended parents to share in the embryologists’ gaze” and witness the cell

divisions.

In time-lapse technology and the selection conducted with a microscope, embryos emerge as

holding particular markers of viability or inviability that become visible for the biologist and

possibly also for the intended parents. This intensifies the visual culture of IVF that the patients and

laypeople can also witness as part of treatment, or by seeking information from the internet. As seen

in the previous quotation from my field notes, the only way that the biologist in an IVF clinic can

say something about the cellular size, shape and fragmentation of the embryo – that is, its quality –

is to have a look through the microscope. The quote illustrates that to achieve embryo viability

depends on the imaging technology used in the clinics. By sharing the images between experts and

patients, patients can also try to understand and imagine embryogenesis in a certain way. This

enrolls patients into the world of embryo selection, in the sense that they gain information about its

details. This sharing and distributing of information about embryo quality shows that selection is
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activity based on the collaboration of multiple factors: the scientific facts of embryo quality, the

expert knowledge and laboratory practices as well as a patient’s engagement. Later in the paper, I

will show how patient enrolment takes place by way of patients gaining the skills to understand

embryo quality through witnessing experts’ actions. Another way this takes place is when patients

become more active participants, when they may disagree with the experts’ decisions to transfer the

embryos or not.

Meanwhile, it should be noted that assessing embryo viability visually is not the only way to gain

expert understanding of embryogenesis. When I first met a key informant of my study, the head of

clinic 2, he told me that a new method of selection, pre-implantation genetic screening (PGS) that

includes analysing a biopsy from an embryo, has revealed the weaknesses of only visually

observing embryos with a microscope:

One of the main reasons why a pregnancy won’t begin, or for a likelihood of 20, 30, or 40 percent at best, is that,

although there could be a really good looking embryo, it may still carry chromosomal and genetic abnormalities

that prevent it from developing […]. Also in the good prognosis group, women under 35 years, even up to half

of the so-called good looking embryos are nevertheless genetically deviant. That explains why all the clinics

around the world conduct quite many treatments in vain, due to current methods. (An interview with a physician,

May 2013.)

This citation illustrates, again, the signature role of the specific technology used in the lab in

determining what can be observed in embryo selection. Embryo viability is enacted differently in

PGS than in the mundane procedure of selection which testifies to that embryo viability is an

achievement that needs to be assembled during the course of the treatment (also Svendsen and

Koch, 2008). In other words, the markers of an embryo’s quality exists only in relation to the
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technology used in teasing them out. An embryo may be assessed as viable when it is observed

under the microscope, but inviable when the embryo biopsy is analysed.

In the working world of the labs 1 and 2, embryo quality is in the open-ended process of enactment.

In conferences for the lab personnel, IVF-biologists often debate the markers of embryo quality,

disagreeing on the viability of certain kinds of embryos (on disagreements, see also Ehrich,

Williams and Farsides, 2010, 2207). During my fieldwork, I attended a conference organized by

The Nordic IVF-Laboratory Society (Helsinki, August 2013). In their presentations, the participants

of the conference reiterated that what worked in their lab may not work in somebody else’s lab.

“Create your own model” they encouraged one another.

For example, in one of the clinics where I conducted interviews, practices concerning embryos that

have more than two nucleuses in the early phase of development have changed. Earlier, two

nucleuses was taken as a serious marker of pathological embryogenesis. However, the clinic’s

statistics have shown that also these embryos may result in healthy pregnancies. Previously,

embryos with certain features have been thrown in the bin although later practice has shown that

these embryos may nonetheless be viable. This exemplifies how the understanding of how an extra-

nucleus affects embryo viability is rewritten by the actual act of doing embryo selection.

To sum up, embryo viability is, partly, a result of the production of biomedical facts pertaining to

the embryo. The achievement of embryo viability includes the construction of facts, such as the

meaning of an extra nucleus for the viability of an embryo, in the daily practices of a clinical lab.

The technology used and the methods of selection that are applied play a key role in determining

which embryos are assumed to be the right ones for embryo transfer. In what follows, I elaborate in
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more detail how the IVF-biologists co-operate with the technology to achieve some closure on the

question of whether an embryo is viable or not in the first phase of embryo selection.

“We do not have facts”: selection as an intuitive process

The practice of observing embryos through the microscope and classifying them by their quality is

an attempt to grasp the precarious, uncertain nature of embryo viability. The art of seeing embryo

viability through the microscope testifies to the experts’ embodied skills. Indeed, embryo viability

is not a simple issue. Based on ethnographic fieldwork conducted in a Danish fertility clinic, Mette

N. Svendsen and Lene Koch (2008) explore how complex decision-making processes constitute

embryos as spare and enable their donation for stem cell research, if patients give their consent to it.

Svendsen and Koch argue that spare embryos – the ones that are not used in IVF – are not

straightforward biological facts. For example, experts hold conflicting responsibilities to conduct

treatment but also to provide embryos for research. Hence, they negotiate their way through these

positions, and they always find some conclusion on what to do with the embryos. Likewise, based

on qualitative interviews conducted with members of clinic staff, those who approach couples who

might have spare embryos in the UK, Kathryn Ehrich, Clare Williams and Bobbie Farsides (2010)

suggest that not only technical but also social and moral meanings are inherent in categories of

spare and viable embryos, that is, those that can be donated to research and those that should be

used in IVF.

In line with these studies on embryo selection and the complex factors affecting the fate of the

embryos in IVF, I turn now to the question of how IVF-biologists find their own ways to

understand the process of embryogenesis. During my fieldwork in clinics 1 and 2, I learned that “an

intuition is necessarily involved” in making clinical decisions about IVF treatment. A physician
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also described to me how “it is not at all only numerical, anatomic facts” that matter, but “rather a

certain kind of impression emerges” on what should be done in IVF in a given situation. The

physician referred to the Swedish colleagues who use the expression “Läkarblick” [physician’s

gaze] to describe the hunch that develops when the experience of an expert increases. Likewise, in a

lab, IVF-biologists do embryo selection intuitively:

I’m sitting in a sperm lab with one of the IVF-biologist. We are waiting for a device to wash and handle a sperm

sample just delivered. We begin to discuss embryo selection. “It feels funny to say this but many times we do not

have facts” the biologist begins. What she means is that sometimes it is hard to describe on what basis the

selection is made, although it is based on expertise. “There was something in that, some exciting thing” the

biologist goes on to describe the feelings that the best-looking embryos provoke. She continues to explain how

biologists observe the embryos in a Petri dish with a microscope. “Not that one, not that one”, they may think

when particular embryos are taken under observation. They may ask a colleague to have a look as well. Usually

the colleague gets “the same feeling” from the cells. When an embryo is selected, “you make the decision and

hope that you made the right one. You based it on something in that moment”, the IVF-biologist concludes.

(Field notes from lab, May 2014.)

The clinics that took part in my study use the morphological criteria for embryo viability described

and debated in the biology literature as their guidelines for selection. In addition, the clinics conduct

careful quality control themselves by compiling statistics about the embryos transferred and about

the treatment results. However, in the working world of the lab, assessing embryo viability is not

exclusively based on standard criteria but it also includes significant interpretation based on, what

my informants called, intuition and feeling for the art of selection. Due to the inherent uncertainty

of the process of embryogenesis, different IVF-biologist may also interpret the biological markers

of viability differently, as I was told by the head of the laboratory in one of the clinics I conducted

interviews. It was also regularly emphasized by my expert informants that the IVF clinics differ

between one another in some of the criteria they use for selection. As an IVF-biologist that I
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interviewed described the situation, the one thing in common between clinics is, though, that

nobody transfers “dead embryos”.

Scientists working with living biological material in the lab have a tendency to develop affective

relationships to that material, hence the craftwork of scientists is based on embodied and emotional

investments (Meskus, 2018). Also the IVF-biologist described to me that good and bad quality

embryos provoke different kinds of feelings in them. When an embryo selection is done in a

specific lab, IVF-biologists may think aloud and describe how embryo quality looks “in my eyes”.

As part of doing embryo selection, embryos are described as “pretty”, “beautiful”, “smart looking

ones”, “regular”, “not too bad”, “poor” or “lousy” (on naming the embryos see Meskus, 2015). At

best, embryos can be “sacrilegiously beautiful” in the eyes of the IVF-biologists. Good-looking

embryos are considered as viable and bad looking ones less viable or totally inviable. These

assessments highlight, again, the visual nature of selection and how the process is often based on

practical intuition and impressions. While the uncertainties of embryogenesis result in fluidity in the

classification system of embryos (Ehrich et al, 2010, 2207; Ehrich et al, 2008), the IVF-biologists

have to nevertheless make decisions on viability and complete the embryo selection. As experts of

embryo selection the biologists aim to stabilize the process of embryogenesis by grading the

embryos regardless of their uncertainty.

Although the impressions on embryo viability may be vague, the routine to tackle the uncertainties

of embryogenesis is clear: In clinic 1, embryos are observed until the time they ought to have

developed into so-called blastocysts. At best, this is the case in day five after fertilization (the day

the eggs and sperm are placed in a Petri dish is called day zero). The fertilization ought to happen

by day one, when the IVF-biologist takes the cells outside the cultivation device and checks

whether this is the case. The embryos are observed also in day two after fertilization, and during
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that day, the personnel observe whether fertilization has resulted in a living embryo or multiple

ones. If it has, embryos are “left in peace” for day three and four. Finally, on day five, the IVF-

biologists hope to see certain kinds of blastocysts. The selection of embryos with certain features

indicating viability by the biologists represents how also the routine IVF can be seen as a practice of

giving nature “a guiding hand”, a phenomena that Ayo Wahlberg and Tine M. Gammeltoft (2018)

argue to be the new paradigm of the selective reproductive technologies of the 21st century.

To give a statement about embryo viability IVF-biologists have a look through the microscope and

make notes based on what they see. In clinic 1, the final act to achieving a closure on the question

of viability is to grade embryos on a scale of four categories. In a basic procedure, the grading

begins when the embryos have achieved the state of blastocysts. This is also the day when the

embryo transfer to a female patient’s womb or to the freezer should be conducted – unfrozen

embryos should not spent much more than five days outside the female body.

Early in the morning of day five, the grading begins. Grading completes the conducted

observations, and the best-looking embryos are graded as “top” quality: A-class. With A-class

embryos there are high hopes for the pregnancy to begin – although it may just as well not begin.

The rest of the embryos fall along a continuum that ends with D-class. Embryos graded as A, B or

C can be used in IVF, as they are considered viable enough. IVF-biologists and physicians do not

recommend D-class embryos to be transferred to the uterus nor frozen to be used in another

possible treatment cycle since they are considered inviable. Ultimately the use of the D-class

embryos is, however, not solely the clinicians’ decision.

The routine of grading embryos shows how the experts handle the liminal (see Squier, 2004) figure

of an embryo. However, crucial phases in the process of achieving embryo viability are yet to come.
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During and after the first phase of embryo selection, communication about embryo quality to and

between patients occurs. Patients of private fertility clinics are eager to know, how the embryos are

doing during the cultivation in the lab. Outside the walls of the fertility clinics, patients are waiting

for the phone to ring and to get good news on viable embryos that could then lead to fervently

hoped for pregnancy.  The sustained uncertainties in the ordinary embryo selection open up the

possibility for the patients to engage in the process of selection, and ultimately in decision making

on what to do with the embryos, like they do in the difficult situations of implementing highly

selective techniques like the PGD. Thus, in the end, embryo viability is a negotiated, practical

achievement.

The phone calls from and to the lab

The second phase of embryo selection consists of making sense of embryo viability by discussing it

in the clinic. When embryo quality is discussed between experts and patients as part of the

treatment routines, I suggest that patients are enrolled also into the process of enacting embryo

viability. The fact that the experts describe embryo quality to the patients, for example in telephone

discussions, and that these accounts linger in the experiences of the patients (NN, forthcoming),

serves reaching towards a mutual goal: accomplishing the process of embryo selection. The

communication is a crucial step in including patients in the process of selection, and sometimes also

towards the patients’ final decision on what to do with the embryos, as I will show later in the

paper.

In the private IVF market, patients are positioned as customers who are faced with decisions on

what selective techniques to apply in their reproduction (Martin, 2014). The ambivalence

experienced by women in the area of reproduction and especially in the tentative pregnancies has
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been elaborated in many studies (e.g. Rothman, 1986). Women struggle and long for collective

support, when having to make decisions about selection concerning prenatal screening and the

possibility of terminating their pregnancy in case of foetal anomaly (Meskus, 2012). The decisions

concerning embryo selection add to these reproductive choices (see also Gammeltoft and Wahlberg,

2014; van de Wiel, 2017).

Concerning embryo selection, patients are put in a situation where they are faced with the questions

of what they want to do with certain kinds of embryos – do they, for example, want a bad quality

embryo to be transferred or be disposed of. Both of these options may hold disadvantageous

implications for the patients (cf. Mol, 2008), as transferring bad quality embryos may lead to

conducting treatments “in vain”, without reasonable likelihood for success, and the disposal may

result in the perishing of embryos that might nevertheless have had a chance to result in a

pregnancy. The second phase of embryo selection, I propose, initiates patients into the events of

embryogenesis by sharing information.

During the process of IVF, patients are informed by the clinics’ staff of how their embryos are

performing in the lab. In my field work clinics, when the process of embryo selection is ongoing the

IVF-biologists make almost daily phone calls to the patients. Every time they have checked the

appearance of the embryos, they try to communicate it to the patients.  As I recorded in my field

notes from the lab, the lab personnel routinely picked up the phone during the day to make phone

calls to the patients, or to answer their calls. In these discussions between the IVF-biologists and the

patients, patients wanted to know whether the fertilization has occurred and resulted in at least one

viable embryo. Hence, the staff explained to the patients how the embryos are developing. This

kind of communication is also what the customers of private clinics expect:
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Linda is a 37-year-old woman who has experienced various IVF cycles. In the peer-support group for the

childless, Linda opens up a discussion by sharing that her respect for the medical professional has decreased.

Linda explains that she has read about embryo quality from the online forum of an association for the

involuntary childless. She is disappointed that her doctor has not explained these things to her and her male

spouse spontaneously. Instead, Linda has had to ask herself after a failed IVF, “were they [transferred embryos]

top quality or not?”. Another group member reacts by recommending her own doctor. Her doctor has explained

embryo quality issues patiently, detail by detail to her. (Field notes from peer-support group, January 2014.)

According to previous research, the experts of embryo selection have a key role in clarifying

embryo viability to patients. The patterns of doing this affect the patients’ decisions, for example,

concerning a possible donation of spare embryos to stem cell research. (Parry, 2006; White and

Bluhm, 2010.) In the interplay between patients and the lab, in the clinics where I conducted my

fieldwork, IVF-biologists and physicians share their expertise on embryos. However, in the cyclic

process of IVF, not just physicians and IVF-biologists, but also patients gain competence on

embryo viability by taking part in the treatment and discussing about embryogenesis with each

other and with physicians, biologists and nurses. As I recorded in my field notes from the peer-

support groups, patients discuss about embryos that were “exceptionally good”, but nevertheless did

not result in a pregnancy – and about embryos that “looked miserable”, but still resulted in a

pregnancy. The fact that patients discuss embryo viability in detail in the peer-support groups

implies how their engagement can be understood in relation to the particular, mundane technology

used in the selection. It highlights the situated and practical nature of embryo viability, since

biological markers of viability pertain to patients’ views on the embryos. Patients’ views and

understanding, together with experts’ views, become a part of embryo selection process, because

experts are expected to share their expertise with patients – at least in the private sector.

Sharing the events of embryogenesis in both therapy and peer-support
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In the process of embryo selection, the patient experience pertain to the clinical routines of

observing and classifying embryos. During my fieldwork I witnessed how the events of

embryogenesis become a significant factor in the lives of the patients. In order to become enrolled

in the process of embryo selection, patients make sense of what is happening on the level of the

cells, gametes and embryos, which eventually may have concrete effects in selecting embryos,

since, from the point of view of the experts, some patients may become too eager to hear and

subsequently affect the practices of selection, as the head of a laboratory told me. One of the forums

for the sense-making process is a therapy session for the patients seeking professional support for

coping with their infertility. The next quotation is from an interview I conducted with a

psychologist who specializes in involuntary childlessness. She, like the other psychologists or

psychotherapist I met, is an independent person practicing a profession in a relatively large city of

Finland, but also co-operating with some of the clinics, for example, in the cases of obligatory

consultation needed if donated gametes are used. In the quotation, the therapist is talking about how

the bodily markers of infertility – that is, expert knowledge of, for example, why the embryos have

not attached to the uterus of this particular patient – are discussed in the therapy sessions with her

customers:

I sometimes ask about the quality [of gametes and embryos], and try to highlight that the quality is not so simple

[…]. I have given an example, in which it has been said in the clinic that there is this poor, totally miserable

looking embryo and then there is this better looking one. Should that poor embryo be put into the bin or to the

womb? And when it has been transferred to the womb, it has resulted in triplets. […] It is not that certain that

that bad one would not result in something, it can nevertheless begin to divide. (An interview with a therapist,

June 2014.)
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The citation shows that patients discuss embryogenesis with their possible therapists and that

therapists train patients to prepare themselves to encounter the uncertainties of embryogenesis, and

to take part in choosing the right embryo. This indicates that, in addition to being enrolled in the

process of embryo selection in the form of sharing information, patients may encounter the pressure

to have a stance on what should be done with an embryo.

In the interviews with the patients, I asked what kind of information my informants had been given

about the quality of their embryos. Julia, a 34-year-old woman, who has undergone nine IVF

treatments that have not resulted in a baby being born, has embodied experience of the uncertainties

of embryogenesis:

Sometimes they [the staff] have said that now it looks good, and sometimes that now it is a blastocyst […] But

well, that blastocysts has not succeeded any better. And the last time I got pregnant, regardless of the fact that

the embryos were not particularly good looking. (An interview with a patient, June 2014.)

Online and face-to-face peer-support groups are possible forums for sharing experiences and

making sense of embryo viability (see Meskus, 2015).  In the peer-support groups I observed,

(mainly) women discuss the ups and downs of their personal history in treatment, and make sense

of the technical details about embryos. Women share information about which kinds of embryos

have resulted in a pregnancy and a baby being born. They wonder whether others become pregnant

with “top” or “poor” embryos. Participants also go into more detail and exchange information

about, for example, how many cells have been in other patients’ embryos on day five after

fertilization and what those outcomes have been. Interaction such as this makes it possible for the

patients to get better understanding about what has happened and is happening with particular kinds

of embryos, as described by Julia in the interview. In this sense, patients gain skills on embryo

selection.
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I suggest that peer-support practices become part of the circumstances in which embryos are

selected and, thus, they also shape embryo viability in the sense of embryo viability being an

assemblage of multiple factors, including patients’ views. In therapy and peer-support, embryos

emerge as particular kinds of entities, with particular, albeit fluid, characteristics. Patients take into

their own use the biological markers of viability that are teased out in the mundane selection

process, and these markers become significant for them in relating to others and in making sense of

their situation in treatment. As I will show below, patients may also make decisions concerning

embryo transfers, which conflict with what the IVF-biologists and the clinicians would like to do,

and by such means make direct interventions into the question of which embryos are the right ones

to transfer. In the end, these decisions may rewrite the facts of embryo viability, since the experts

may reconsider their standards on embryo quality after surprising treatment results in following

patients’ decisions.

A “pity transfer”: transferring poor quality embryos because the patient wishes it

The final phase of embryo selection closes the case for every IVF cycle: embryos are transferred in

the hope of a pregnancy (and ultimately a child being born), or they are disposed of.  In my

fieldwork clinics, the IVF-biologists and the clinicians mostly hold the expert position of power to

determine what to do with the embryos. The negotiations with the patients were usually restricted to

distributing information to the patients. In the following, I nevertheless focus on patients’ role in

conducting embryo selection, as the expert informants reported to me also about cases, where the

decision is ultimately made by the patient. Indeed, the uncertainty of the viability of the embryo

leads to both the clinical and embryology staff feeling “ambivalent about relying too strictly on the
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grading process” (Ehrich, Williams and Farsides, 2010, 2207). This allows room for the patients’

decisions.

Regardless of the aims of the physicians in conducting treatment with the best possible embryos,

the quality of the embryo is not a precondition to transfer it to the patient’s womb. Sometimes, poor

quality embryos can be transferred because the patient wishes that it be done. Although the IVF-

biologists and the physicians conducting the treatment have classified a particular embryo as bad

quality, the woman or couple in treatment may feel strongly that also these embryos have enough

viability, and that it is better to transfer them regardless of the probable negative pregnancy test.

This testifies to how embryo viability, in the end, exceeds expert knowledge. Embryo viability may

mean different things for a patient than for a biologist. Nevertheless, patients make their decisions

in a context where they are informed about the biological markers of viability – also in the cases

where they decide to act against the experts’ prognosis. Let us now focus on the practice of

transferring poor quality embryos – that is, conducting pity transfers, as my expert informants call

them.

In clinic 1, the laboratory is connected to the operation room via a door and a hatch, from where the

instruments are handed to and received from physicians. Before the transfer, the IVF-biologist goes

to the operation room and makes sure that the identity number of the woman in the operation table

matches the cells used in fertilization. In this event, the biologist shares information about the

embryo although, as the head of clinic 1 joked, the information serves more as a reminder “to the

dumb physicians”. The patients may be well informed about the quality of the embryo at hand also

before the transfer.
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The decision to transfer an embryo or not is not always clear-cut, as elaborated by a nurse in an

interview:

But sometimes you have a feeling that well, when those embryos are classified, and that is a laboratory thing, so

they have certain criteria for how to select and de select, and those that are no good for transfer. But it feels like

no matter what we do, nature decides, we can’t, since we can’t see inside of an embryo obviously, we can only

see what it looks like from the outside, and how it has behaved in a certain time frame, and its cleavage rate. But

then it is always a surprise, that it was sort of, so to speak, a pity transfer, since we didn’t have anything else,

let’s transfer this one. And then after all it results in a pregnancy. And then when we have transferred a high

quality, top embryo it may still not begin [the pregnancy]. (An interview with a nurse, May 2013.)

Later in the interview, it became evident that patients are the ones who may prefer pity transfers

instead of the disposal of inviable embryos. As also another informant, an IVF-biologist, explained

to me, patients may choose to “get to the point of” embryo transfer although the embryos would not

look particularly good in quality. Then embryo transfer is conducted. Poor quality embryos may get

transferred, if the clinical team does not have any other embryo to use, and because it is difficult to

reach a certainty that these embryos have no potential to become babies. Sometimes they do result

in a pregnancy, as told by the nurse above. The category of a pity transfer exemplifies how patients

are, discreetly, enrolled in the practices of selecting embryos by deciding what they want to do with

the seemingly poor quality embryos. By making these decisions, patients’ actions add to the

enactment of embryo viability.

Patients’ agency during IVF is not, however, a simple issue. Patients are driven by both feelings of

exploitation and empowerment when they enter the world of IVF (Cussins, 1996; Franklin, 1997;

2013; Thompson, 2005). In embryo selection, I suggest, patients nevertheless have an important

role in determining whether an embryo is ultimately assessed as viable or not, when the fate of the
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embryo is discussed and implemented. This does not mean that patients would feel like being in

powerful positions, and often the situation is quite the opposite. It seems clear, however, that

patients’ silent choices nevertheless occur, that they are added to the embryo viability. These hopes

can turn inviable embryos into ones that get transferred, as discussed further in the citation, where

the nurse answers my question about pity transfers:

The researcher: So those pity transfers, like you said, so you go over it with the patient that these embryos seem

like, that they’re not necessarily that good, but you transfer anyway?

A nurse: Yes, and so we ask if the patient wants us to transfer. That there isn’t anything else to offer, and even if

there weren’t that many cells and then it became a bad looking embryo, all we have are only these, and we

can’t… But then you have to tell them that the likelihood for a pregnancy is small or even non-existing

sometimes. But for some it can be hard to think that those embryos would be thrown into some bin. Some have

an emotional bond even to that one [a bad quality embryo], that there still is life in it, so some of them don’t

want to [dispose of an embryo]. They want to make the transfer and it can be made. (An interview with a nurse,

May 2013.)

After the interview with the nurse, I also discussed the concept of pity transfers with the physicians

and IVF-biologists working in the other clinics that took part in my study. Pity transfers as a

practice of conducting transfers with poor quality embryos, because the patient wishes it to be done,

were recognized in the field. As the interview with the nurse testifies, and as also discussed in the

other interviews, the biomedical teams of the clinics nevertheless want the patients to know that, in

these cases, the transfer, which adds to the total cost of the treatment for the patient, is made with an

embryo with low chances of implantation (from the discussion on informed consent, see Sugarman

et al, 1999). As I discussed further with the head of the laboratory of clinic 1, the clinics also have

to think about their success rates; they need to submit their annual reports to the Finnish National

Institute for Health and Welfare. In this respect, transferring poor quality embryos with low chances
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of implantation is not in the interests of the clinic, as reported by the IVF-biologist. Nevertheless, in

private clinics, these transfers occur.

From the perspective of enacting embryo viability, conducting pity transfers challenges the clear-

cut division between an embryo as a potential child or something that can be disposed of. However,

it does more than that. Pity transfers may result in pregnancies, as testified by the nurse above. The

IVF-biologists, whom I interviewed after the nurse, further explained how, in the working world of

the lab, conceptions about embryo quality change as a result of conducting selection and transfers in

practice. As discussed earlier in the paper, for example, the head of clinic 1 told me that earlier in

their clinic, the embryos with multiple nucleuses “were mostly always discarded”, but “when these

[embryos] have been transferred”, it has come about that they might nevertheless be viable, since

pregnancies have begun. Pity transfers are examples of cases when poor quality embryos may end

up being chosen to be transferred. In other words, when the transferring of poor quality embryos

result in healthy children being born, as discussed by the nurse and the IVF-biologist, the clinics

may reconsider the criteria of grading embryos. A loop between experts’ criteria and patients’

actions emerge: patients affect the production of scientific facts on embryo quality (cf. Rabeharisoa

et al, 2014).

Exploring the category of pity transfers shows, firstly, that patient participation in embryo selection

can rewrite the facts of embryo quality: poor quality embryos may be enacted as viable by

transferring them to the uterus. If these transfers result in pregnancies, the quality criterions may

then be reconsidered. Secondly, analysing pity transfers shows that embryo viability is more than

the quality of the embryos estimated in the lab. Embryo viability is negotiated with patients. It is

composed of scientific facts, laboratory practices and patients’ decisions.
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Conclusion

In this paper, I have elaborated the idea of embryo viability as an enactment of the scientific facts on

embryo quality, the expert knowledge and laboratory practices, and the patients’ engagement in the

process of selection. I have analysed embryo viability as an achievement that hinges upon several

factors in addition to the quality estimation of an embryo. The contested character of viable or

inviable embryos in relation to their use has been shown in several studies, to which my study

contributes (Ehrich et al, 2010; Roberts, 2007; Svendsen and Koch, 2008). In comparison to

previous research on selective reproductive technologies (SRTs), I have analysed the multiple

aspects of the routine embryo selection, and my analysis highlights the negotiation involved in the

mundane art of selection that is not, for example, conducted on genetic grounds. In relation to the

variety of techniques in assessing embryo viability, this paper elaborates how the viability reflects

the technology used in its achievement. An embryo may be enacted as viable by the eye, but not

after analysing a PGD/PGS sample. These different enactments have profound implications for “the

legal, moral, maternal and political properties” (Cussins, 1996, 587) of the embryos.

In addition, this paper elaborates how patients engage with the specific, mundane technology by

adopting information, gaining skills, and by making interventions (in the case of the so-called pity

transfers). In future research, the analysis of this paper could be complemented by exploring

patients’ accounts of how they make decisions, since the emphasis in this paper has been more on

the practices of patient enrolment into the issues of embryo quality, and on how embryo viability

could be understood as a process exceeding expert knowledge.

This paper has worked with the basic idea of the concept of enactment: that embryos and their

viability are inseparable from the matters of laboratory life. After the pioneering contributions of
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lab ethnographies have stabilized their place in the methodological apparatus of STS, it is perhaps

easy to relate to the idea that, for example, microscopes enact what the embryos can be in the lab.

According to this understanding, embryo viability is enacted in the practices of embryo selection,

for example, when a biologist writes inscriptions about the details of embryogenesis. However, the

point of this paper has been to explore what happens also outside the clinic as the process of

enacting embryo viability. In other words, to understand, for example, a discussion in a peer-

support group between two women suffering from infertility as something that has implications for

the selection process, opens up further insight into both embryo selection as a process and onto the

ways the concept of enactment can be applied. Furthermore, following the process of enactments

beyond the walls of the clinics shows how the sense-making in constructing science in labs pertains

to the sense making of the patients – and vice versa.

In relation to the internality-externality discussion in laboratory studies, this paper highlights the

role of external factors as affecting the selection practices in the lab, in this case patients’ complex

lives and decisions in understanding what happens in the situated settings of labs. By doing this, the

analysis shows that it is beneficial to follow the enactments of objects or entities, such as embryos,

also beyond the falls of labs, clinics and hospitals. Here, a multi-sited fieldwork provides new

insight also into events that are seemingly confined to the specific realms of buildings, rooms and

treatment procedures.

1 IVF has been a routine treatment in Finland since the end of the 1980s (Malin and Hemminki, 1996, 975). Finland has

been a late legislator in the area of reproduction and, thus, a rather liberal country, when it comes to ART and the

implementation of new techniques (Eriksson, 2017; Meskus, 2015, 73). Since 2006, however, the Finnish act on

assisted fertility treatments has directed the ways ART services are organized in Finland. Treatments are available for

male-female couples, female-female couples and single women. However, the law bans surrogacy that was previously

unofficially permitted in Finland (Act on Assisted Fertility Treatments, 2006). Concerning ARTs, the Finnish economy
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of healthcare is driven by both the public and the private sector. The role of the private sector is relatively large (see

National Institute for Health and welfare, 2017). Concerning embryo selection, Finland provides a good case for

analysing the mundane aspect of it in a context where multiple embryo transfers are avoided, in order to overcome the

medical risk of zygotic twins. The one embryo policy, which is applied widely also in other Nordic countries

(TemaNord, 2006), is based on transferring a single embryo at a time to the woman’s uterus. However, it is argued that

since the embryo is carefully chosen, the probability for pregnancy will not decrease (Martikainen et al, 2001).

2 Existing discussions focusing on the everyday part of selection have nevertheless elaborated, especially, on how

embryos become ‘extra’ or ‘spare’ in terms of IVF and are therefore donated to, for example, stem cell research

(Franklin, 2006; Ehrich et al, 2010; Svendsen and Koch, 2008).

3 Margaret Lock and Vinh-Kim Nguyen (2010, 93) argue that “the biological sciences produce real but partial pictures

of what is under examination”, and that “these ‘snapshots’ are usually understood by involved scientists as different

representations of the same ontological reality”. In line with Lock and Nguyen, and following Sarah Franklin’s (2013)

idea of “biological relativity”, however, in this paper, these snapshots are “understood as lenses onto a shifting and

contingent reality” (Lock and Nguyen 2010, 93).
4 In clinics 1 and 2, the experts involved in selecting embryos are physicians and biologists/geneticist/ laboratory

technicians. I will refer to all of the experts working in the lab as IVF-biologists.
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